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I	 INTRODUCTION

The CLASSY algorithm attempts to decompose multivariate Landsat spectral data

as a mixture of multivariate normal distributions. tt is hoped that this

information can be used to increase the accuracy of the estintas of area pro-

portion of certain crops of interest. In order for this to be true, the mix-

ture components of the CLASSY decomposition should each represent a spectral

signature overwhelmingly of the crop class of interest. This note will study

the purity of CLASSY components, and propose a Bayesan method for using than
information to improve maximum likelihood area estimates. The method is then

tested on ten LACIE Transition Year segments with the classifier trained by
Analyst Interpreter labels.
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2 . PURITY OF CLASSY COMPONENTS

The CLASSY algorithm (Lennington and Rassbach [1979]) estim ates a mixture

decomposition of continuous multivariate data into multivariate normal

components. When the data consists of spectral values from LACIE segments,

possibly from several different acquisitions at widely spaced times, it is

hoped that CLASS'S decomposition may aid in the estimation of proportions of

various crops present. If p i -tore elements characteristic of a particular

component represent only a random assortment of crop types, clearly nothing

has been gained. The hope would be that in many cases a CLASSY component

would represent the signature of a particular crop, or a special case of such

a signature; therefore, picture elements characteristic of that component

would overwhelmingly belong to the crop of interest.

This latter case is that of high component purity. We will measure purity by

an index s, p - 0 means that none of the component is planted in the crop of

interest, B = .4 means that 40% of the component is in the crop, and 0 = 1.0

means that all of the component corresponds to the crop. CLASSY is most useful

to us when the B's tend to be hear zero and one.

The $'s may be estimated by the method of maximum likelihood (Lennington and

Terrell [19801). The purity for small grains of 113 CLASSY components of

eleven Year Three LACIE segments were estimated using the MAXLABEL program; the

estimator was trained using ground truth crop type for approximately

100 pixels per segment. Figure 1 shows a histogram of the a's obtained. It

is encouraging that a substantial majority are near zero or one.

i

In the sequel it will be useful to have a mathematical description of the

statistical distribution of the component purities. In the case of two crop

types, a Beta distribution with density

r a+ b a-1	 b-1
r a c	 x	 (1 - x)	 on 10,1) a

3
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and zero elsewhere would be convenient.	 Since the mean va ►b = a— 	 and

variance as b n ------^
b
----^-► we may estimate a and b from the sample

► 	 (a+b)	 ( a *b+1)
mean and standard deviation.	 In our data X	 .35$ 9 SS x .389.	 Now

f	 +
a b ^	 1

a

so that a	 (a + b)v b	 (a + b)(1 - p).	 Substituting population values we

i	 got

a n 	 .187 b -	 .335
i

The continuous curve in figure 1 is sufficiently close to the observed

`	 distribution to reassure us of the plausibility of the assumption of a Beta

distribution (It is simply the density 0 . 187, .335 resealed for the histogram).

k	
The fact that a is smaller than b is related both to the greater purity of

` non-small-grains components and the fact that small grains elements were in

the minority in our sample segments. 	 When a and b were estimated for another

population of Transition Year segments ► but the estimators were trained with
A	 A

Analyst Interpreter dots, a n .155 ► b s .441 were obtained. 	 These are quite
l

j

close in practice: to the previous results; they seem to reflect in addition
r

the tendency of Analyst Interpreters to make more .errors of omission than of

commission.

j
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3. ESTIMATION OF POSTERIOR PURITY

We now proceed to utilize prior information to estimate small grains propor-

tion. Two approaches to area esti+rition have been proposed: If a  is the

prior probability of component J, then a proportion estimate is j ct3 where
JeP if and only if s j > 1/2, Alternatively. a proportion estimate is Eyj

over all components (Lennington and Terrell (1980)). Notice that the two

methods are equivalent if all components are pure.

The generalization of the Beta distribution to a number of simultaneously

independently distributed purities is the Ririchlet distribution. In other

words, the posterior density of the 
oij 

'i n I t 90. 0 c. J = 1 0 - - 0 , d where c
is the number of crops and d is the number of components is

e
K'1S i1 with the constraint

that

c
!

	

	 E B i • 1, O c 
0i3 

e 1 and e i ^- -1
i n 1

is a measure of typical prior purity of the i th crop, and K is a constant such
that the distribution integrates to one.

LetPik	
where K i = 1, 09. 0 N

i 
be the spectral vectors of the set of training

pixels labeled as crop i. let fj be the multinormal density of the ith

component estimated by CLASSY. We will assume that the probability that a

pixel belongs to a particular crop depends only on its component membership,

and not fin its spectral location within a component distribution. This simply
means that each component is homogeneous; if this were not the case, it would cast

doubt on the assumption of multnormality. The likelihood of the observations

iK
i is then

c N i	 d

i 1 Kn'	

n E Prob {. it 3}

i;
1 

Ju l 
	 iKi
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c Ni	
d

n a z Prob di[jl Prob (
Jai K i al Jul	

iKi

C 
Ni 

d
a	 a E Prob (t .1i,J) Prob O(J) Prob {j)
i*1 K i &l ja i	 iKi

C 
NJ
	 d

F	 _ a	 a	 t Prob (I	 1,J) Prob (ijJ) Prob (J)

k	
Jul K i n1 Ju l	 i

i

c

Ni	
d

a	 a E f( B aJ
u l K i n1 Jul i iKi	i 3

Given the prior information represented by the e i 's, we ''get a posterior

likelihood
N

1	 K
	 jai

B j J) (a	
t fJ(^iK) 8

i 
j '3j)

j)
Jul	 1	 K^	 i	

Ju l^ 1

and taking logarithms

C	 d
L n log l	 log K } E ei log 0i3

Jul	 ^al

C Ni 	 d

+ J ul K E1 
log 

C^E1 Ili ai3fi IiKi^J
i `	 u

We will estimate cluster purities by taking the maximum posterior likelihood
c

under the constraints isl aid a 1 0 1 a 1, •••,' u, using the method of Lagrange

multipliers. The recursive fixed-point solution was given by

^
O i J a c 

ii

ms1 Sm
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K

where

Ni	 °abij'fj(^%
Si J • e 

i + s —a --	 --=-

KIII ^R °`i 811 ft(l^iKi)
l

Notice the parallel between this method and the classical maximum likelihood

solution in Lennington and Terrell (1980). This solution becomes the

classical solution by setting ei a 0 for each i.

The ease with which the Dirichlet prior enters into this solution may be

attributed to the fact that it is conjugate to the multinomial distribution,

and the a i s have some of the character of multinomial probabilities.
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TABLE 1.- ESTIMATES OF SPRING SMALL GRAINS PROPORTION

(1) (2) (3) (4) C5) ^6)

Segment
Ground Max abet Maxlabel

Empirical
Prior

Empirical
PriorTruth Stratified Cluster

Stratified Cluster
x x x x x

1394 35.45 35.64 27.66 34.80 27.66
1457 47.72 31.20 25.71 30.58 25.71
1518 34.16 26.81 20.67 26.00 20.67

1602 30.42 24.41 21.79 24.18 21.79
1619 47.91 38.32 39.19 38.48 39.19

1668 9.49 7.49 6.34 6.34 6.34

1825
I±

26.69 22.75 19.33 22.63 19.33

1909 22.35 10.18 9.34 9.78 9.34

1918 15.02 18.54 18.16 18.29 18.16

Bias % -6.01 -9.57 -6.60 -9.57

Mean
r	

squared

error

r

.00674 .0134 .00746 .0134



4. APPLICATION TO SMALL GRAINS ESTIMATION

The procedure of the last section was incorporated Into a FORTRAN program to
run on the LARS system at Purdue University by modifying the MAXLABEL program

(Horton and Lennington (1980)). Since the ei's may be negative, it was neces-

sary to introduce the additional constraint that 0 
c 

4ij < 1. Th-is was accom-

plished by Setting an Si3 
equal to zero whenever it becomes negative during

the process of iteration. No effect on the average rate of convergence was

noted as a result of this change.

Ten Transition Year LACIE segments in which spring small grains were the major

crop of interest were chosen because they had four good quality acquisitions

spaced over the growing season, they had been handled by the P1 procedure so

that approximately two hundred analyst-labeled pixels were .-available, and

estimates of the true proportion of small grains were available from ground

truth surveys. The four spectral values at each acquisition were projected
onto the Kauth-Thomas (1976) greenness-brightness plane; thus, there were

eight components of the spectral vector for each pixel.

The CLASSY program was run for each of the ten segments listed in column one

giving a decomposition into mixtures of eight dimensional multinormal.-.ompo-

vents for each segment. The program described above (called PRELABEL) was

then run for the segments with several sets of values of the prior purities.

i	 The results are summarized in Table 1. For the third and fourth columns, all

I

	

	 ei's were set to zero, giving the equivalent of a maximum likelihood solution.
For columns five and six, e i - b 1 - -.665 and e2 - a - 1 - -.813 were used
as these are the empirical values found in section IL. Column two is the
ground truth proportion of spring small grains for each segment. At the foot
of each column are the mean error in percent (called bias) and the mean

squared error of each estimate. Columns two and four use the estimator
d

'	 E 
aj1i3 

and columns three and five use E aj where j 0 j if and only if

.1' 1	 J eP

o i j > 1/2. It is clear that the introduction of prior purities made no

difference to the second estimates and very little difference to the first. A

A
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further experiment in which the "diffuse s' prior ei	 -1 for all i was used

made even less difference. The results still reflect the analyst tendency to
prefer errors of omission to errors of commission.



• CONCLUSIONS

A notable result of this study was the success in fitting a Beta distribution

to maximum likelihood ettimates of component purity. The fact that 3 and

are substantially less than one indicates that CLASSY components show more

than chance tendency to achieve high degrees of purity in crops of interest.

This is the bulk of the evidence in existence that CLASSY actually extracts

features of importance from Landsat data.

On the other hand, the methods studied for introducing the prior information

into the process of estimation make little difference to the results when used

with Al labeled samples, and are not recommended for incorporation into

practical estimation procedures.

4
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